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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GreenSoft Technology, Inc. Releases Component Disclosure Module for
Substance Data Management
Pasadena, CA, October 30, 2019 – GreenSoft Technology, Inc., a leading provider
of environmental compliance data services and software, has released a software
solution for component manufacturers that need to track material substance data and
respond to customer requests for data: GreenData Manager with Component Disclosure
Module (GDM w/ CDM) software. GDM w/ CDM software automates the management of
parts data and data updates for manufacturers.
Previously, component manufacturers had to deal with the time-consuming and
repetitive process of manually fulfilling customer requests for compliance declarations
on their products. As regulations such as EU RoHS, EU REACH, California Proposition
65, and others get changed and updated, the manufacturer’s compliance team must
continuously update and maintain their material substance files. And when customers
come back with repeat requests for updated compliance declaration reports, the
process for manufacturers can be never-ending.
To solve these issues, GreenSoft Technology developed the GDM w/ CDM software
solution for component manufacturers to manage their materials database. GDM w/
CDM allows manufacturers to establish a company-wide material database with
substance makeup data.
The intelligent change management system in GDM w/ CDM will track the changes of
every material, and propagate those changes to the final Full Material Declaration
(GDM) data for package codes or component part numbers.
Features include the evaluation of the compliance status of the manufacturer’s
materials for 24 built-in regulations, data entry accuracy checks, accessibility by
multiple users that share the same material database with real-time changes and edits,
and more.
FMD data for package codes or components can be exported in Excel, IPC-1752A XML,
and IEC 62474 XML formats. Plus, Excel template export files can be customized with
the manufacturer’s company logo, address, and other information.
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Additionally, GDM w/ CDM allows manufacturers to eliminate the process of fulfilling
individual customer requests for compliance declarations. The exported Excel files with
FMD data from GDM w/ CDM can be uploaded to the manufacturer’s website and then
downloaded by their customers, providing an instant high-level of customer support
without needing to manually respond to requests or re-issue documents every time a
material or regulation is changed.
More information about the GreenData Manager with Component Disclosure Module
(GDM w/ CDM) can be found online at
http://greensofttech.com/site/software/component-disclosure-module/.
About GreenSoft Technology, Inc.
GreenSoft Technology is a leading provider of environmental compliance data
management tools and services for global industries including electronics, medical
devices/life sciences, aerospace and defense, communications, audio/visual,
semiconductors and components. GreenSoft’s Data Services streamline development
cycles, cut procurement costs, reduce risk, and aid in environmental compliance
reporting. GreenSoft’s GreenData Manager® (GDM) software provides an out-of-the-box
compliance management solution for manufacturers. GreenSoft is ISO 9001:2015
certified and is headquartered in Pasadena, California. For more information,
visit www.greensofttech.com.
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